UPLANDS SLOPE

After more than 15 years of enjoying our lovely 1920’s home, we began to feel the need to update and create a
space that fits the lifestyle our family is living today.
We knew what we wanted but were afraid to make drastic changes for fear of losing the charm and elegance
of our beloved heritage home. I was not open to the modern look and treasured the traditional, old world
personality of our home so found it quite stressful and challenging to envision a new design. We also knew that
older homes present many unique challenges when bringing them up to modern standards.
After seeing Max’s work around Victoria for several years, it was evident he had a lot of experience working
on older, heritage homes like ours. This was important to us. His experience gave him the ability to anticipate
potential issues as he understood the construction of older homes. Working together with Victoria designer,
Jenny Martin, Max was able to incorporate new design features into the existing structure.
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During the renovation, which covered almost the entire main floor, we made several difficult and stressful
decisions, the hardest of which was the decision to open up the galley kitchen and dining room into one open
space. After many discussions during which Max and his team provided valued advice and design expertise, we
finally agreed to remove the dividing wall, creating an open space that we now adore. We love entertaining and
the new kitchen and dining area has an incredible flow and sense of connection, so that we can be in the kitchen
but still feel a part of the action. Our home has been thoughtfully opened and brightened up, with much more
light from new windows and doors, and the fresh taupe palette replacing the dark wood throughout has made a
huge difference.
Max was extremely fussy when it came to detail and the quality of the workmanship is outstanding. The
tradespeople that Max had working on our home were amazing – good people and competent at every level of
the project – a team clearly developed throughout years of being in the business.
We are so thrilled with our ‘new’ home; it is exactly what we wanted. Max was able to maintain the essence of the
original house that we loved, and built on it to transform it into a home that meets modern standards and that
we will be happy living in for many years to come.
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